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from “Why I Travel”  
 
By  Ru  Freeman  
 

I am a reluctant immigrant, someone who, like thousands of  others, only came to the United 
States for a specific purpose—in my case, a college degree—and who, for a multitude of  reasons 
that are wholly personal, ended up never being able to go home. The question that plays on my 
mind most of  the time is: why am I so far away from home? But perhaps that is also the answer to 
the question of  travel, that it is a search for a home for our heart of  hearts, which, after all, is what 
all stories are about. 
 
A few years back, Alexandra Enders wrote a feature for Poets and Writers, titled “The Importance 
of  Place: Where Writers Write and Why”. Enders details the space preferences of  writers ranging 
from Conrad Aiken to William Maxwell, from Katherine Ann Porter to Rachel Cline, and from 
the writers who needed certain objects in their specific room (Robert Graves) to those who craved 
the noise of  cafes (Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir), to those who loved libraries 
(Melville, Cather, Woolf, Eliot, and Shaw). Mixed in with those kinds of  writers are the ones who 
can write in the middle of  things; writers like Jane Austen, Isabelle Allende, Richard Bausch, and 
Eudora Welty, who have all written without the need for sacred spaces, for imposed silences. 

Many writers enjoy their solitude, their quiet retirement into cabins and homes of  their making. I 
do, too, when it is time to write earnestly and at length, but it is not something I require on a daily 
basis. It is travel that stimulates my writing, travel that results in the engagement I crave with the 
world in which I live so that I may write something worthy of  its attention. 
 
It has been rare to find those writers for whom, travel is - as it is for me - a critical element to their 
writing lives; Enders mentions the poet Tom Sleigh, among a scant few others. I’m therefore 
doubly intrigued by the intense initial interest in the Amtrak Writing Residency, which speaks to a 
yearning that many more writers seem to have for writing on-the-run. The train, with its endless 
taking on and emptying of  passengers, its many small dramas (the best take place in the Quiet Car 
where umbrage-ready individuals abound), and its constantly changing views—not to mention its 
extremely spotty WiFi connections—offers those so inclined, many opportunities to write. I once 
rode the Amtrak sleeper-car between Philadelphia and Chicago and can attest that very few trips 
that I have taken compare to that in terms of  the stories I collected along the way from observing 
and then talking with strangers stranded across from me in the dining car. 

 

Read the full essay at https://www.awpwriter.org/magazine_media/
writers_notebook_view/13/why_i_travel 

 

 

 


